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 Seventy-two members played in VGSC Event #8 in an individual low net format on the first 

weekend in August.  Within this tournament members playing the black and blue combo tried to qualify 

for the VGSC Match Play Club Championship qualifier.  The low fifteen players and the defending 

champion will make up the sixteen players in the VGSC Match Play Club Championship.  We will be 

putting out the brackets after the last player plays this coming Sunday.  Remember you can always do 

a make up a week before or after.  Point Event #8 had some players fall in the point race and others 

make up serious ground.  The result was with two-thirds of the 2022 season over we have a bunch of 

members close to the top and others all around the bubble.   

 

 In first place in the first flight Mike Hill shot 75 for net 61 winning $30 in gift cards.  His game 

was sharp and once in a while a golfer needs that great round that gives you a brief moment of bragging 

rights among friends.   In second place was Randy Gourley shooting a 70 for net 63 and that is a great 

round from any tee.  Control over the ball for a day always feels so surreal.  In third place David Cervone 

shot 78 for net 64 and although he missed some short putts he also probably felt that fleeting feeling 

of game confidence.  In a three-way tie for fourth at net 65 were Sean Murray, Tom Pieper and Buzz 

Vieau.  These three guys know what I’m talking about.  Sean has been in the zone of late shooting 63 

and since moving from the black-blue tee to the blue-white tee he has been lights out. Tom made some 

putts shooting 72 and is walking in the clouds with his Baltimore Orioles in a playoff race.  Buzz has kept 

his game in shape shooting 74 and that takes a lot of work and talent.  In a two-way tie for seventh 

place were Bob Ackley and Rick Estes at net 66.  Bob’s 77 this tournament and 78 last tournament has 

steadied the ship, which allows the player to gain confidence and thus improve.  Rick played the Black-

blue combo shooting a gritty 72 and will be a tough out in the match play portion of this event.    

 

 In first place in the second flight Brian Stegner won $30 in gift cards with a welcome score of 86 

for net 61.   Brian consistently gets a Bloody Mary before each VGSC tourney round and enjoys the 

experience more than the challenge.  Smart man.  In second place was Bruce Cunigan with an 89 for net 

64.  His game like all of ours can play peak a boo…oh what a feeling that is.  In third place was Bob 

Yanover with 80 for net 65.  This low-ball player has some game and as it gets closer to the hole it gets 

exciting for all of us.  In a five-way tie for fourth place with net 66’s were Matt Estes (87), Bob Wilson 

(79), John Lyon (87), Ross Owen (88) and Jim Hunter (80).  Matt is young and strong so invariably his 

golf weakness is he hits it too far thus hard to control.  My other four members at net 65 I can relate 

with because consistently waking up feeling 100% healthy is not happening.  You do lose a gear or two, 

but as long as you are out there fighting for that round that makes you smile your game will flourish.  

All those scores made these guys smile.   

 

 Our next event will be a two-person better ball format and will be the qualifier for the 2023 

NCGA Zone Championship.  This event will take the low net and the low gross team and send them to 

Monterey for two days in this Super Bowl of Sandbagger Championship.  Point Event #9 will be played 

on the first weekend in September and since it is a NCGA qualifier the tournament fee is $60.  This is 

our last NCGA qualifier and members get ramped up for this event all year. Sign up early as this event 

will fill the targeted weekend quickly. 

 


